Beamlet migration provides robust imaging in the presence of strong velocity contrasts by combining local perturbation theory with wavelet transforms. Source and receiver wavefields are decomposed into beamlets during the wavefield extrapolation. Each beamlet propagates with a local reference velocity in which the local velocity perturbation is small, resulting in accurate and efficient wave propagation. It simultaneously extracts local information in both space and angle. Such information can be further applied to the computation of imaging amplitude corrections using directional illumination in the local angle domain. Synthetic examples show the local angle imaging properties of beamlets and the improved amplitude balance of the depth image after acquisition aperture correction.
Introduction
In most Fourier based migration propagators, such as SSF , FFD and GSP (Wu, 1994; , a single global reference velocity is used along the whole window length at each depth level during the wavefield extrapolation. In a strong contrast velocity medium, the global velocity perturbation could be very large at some locations and can thus tend to degrade the imaging quality of steeply dipping events. A windowed Fourier transform (WFT) was introduced to phase-space propagators where the local reference velocity is selected in each window. The WFT, however, is a non-orthogonal basis making computation of the inverse WFT very expensive for wavefield reconstruction.
Based on the localization characteristics and orthogonal basis of wavelet transform as opposed to WFT, a beamlet migration was proposed using local perturbation theory by Wu et al. (2000) . The Gabor-Daubechies frame and local cosine basis beamlets are two of the most frequently used propagators for prestack depth migration (Wu & Chen, 2002; Wang & Wu, 2002; . In these methods, the velocity windows are adaptively partitioned to make the local velocity perturbation small. Within each window, waves propagate with beamlets that can simultaneously provide localized information in both the space and angle domains. Such information can be further used for directional illumination analysis (Wu & Chen, 2002; Xie et al., 2003; and true-reflection imaging in local space-angle domain using acquisition aperture correction .
In this paper, we will briefly describe the implementation of beamlet migration and its localized characteristics of wave propagation. Applications to both directional illumination analysis and migration amplitude correction will be demonstrated.
Implementation of beamlet migration
In most traditional wavenumber domain implementations, such as PSPI, SSF and GSP, global reference velocities and a global FFT are used along the whole window length for wavefield extrapolation at each depth step. Based on local perturbation theory, beamlet migration adaptively partitions the local velocity windows in which the local velocity perturbation is smaller than the global perturbation. Within each window, the wavefield is decomposed into beamlets with each beamlet propagating with its appropriate local reference velocity. The corresponding thin-lens term correction is then used to account the effects of small local velocity perturbations. Thus, beamlet propagation for a given depth step is composed of three procedures: 1) Wavefield decomposition into beamlets; 2) Propagation of each beamlet to the next depth step across the local windows; 3) Wavefield reconstruction from all propagated beamlets by the inverse wavelet transform. Unlike plane wave migration, beamlets are coupled during the extrapolation process.
Beamlet migration simultaneously extracts local information in both the space and angle domains due to its wavelet transform formulation. Figure 1 shows the wave propagation of an individual beamlet in a homogeneous medium. Each beamlet propagates along a specific direction or angle. For the same propagation direction, a higher-frequency beamlet has better localization characteristics than does a lower-frequency beamlet.
Imaging condition in local angle domain
To obtain the true reflection depth image, we decompose the total wavefield into beamlets that correspond to the true incident and scattered waves at the local image points. A deconvolution imaging condition is then applied to the decomposed incident and the scattered wavefields in the local space and angle domain. Such an imaging condition can be expressed as SPMI 5.7 is the spatial receiver aperture. From the above imaging condition, we see that the contributions to the migration amplitude arising from different pairs of incident and scattering waves are different in the local angle domain. This is in contrast to the more traditional space domain imaging condition shown below
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where no local angle information is extracted during the wavefield propagation process. This implies that migration amplitude corrections will be independent of wavenumber which can have the effect of boosting certain noises along with the signal -an undesirable occurrence.
Migration amplitude correction on SEG salt model
The SEG salt model was used as an example to test the migration amplitude correction in the local angle domain. The synthetic data for this model has 361 shots with off-end acquisition geometry. The distance between shots is 160 feet. Each shot has 176 receivers separated by 80 feet. Figure 2a shows the velocity model. Figure 2b is the beamlet migration result without amplitude correction. Figure 2c is the enlarge part of subsalt area. AGC is applied to the image. Most structures are well imaged in general. But imaging shadows are present beneath the salt body as shown by arrow A. The amplitudes of some events are weak as shown by arrow B. Some events are truncated as shown by arrow C.
For the given acquisition system and velocity model, the directional illumination strength gives the detecting power of a specific source-receiver pair to the target reflector, while the total illumination sums the directional illumination from all possible dipping events. Figure 3 illustrates both total and directional illumination for three cases: horizontal events, 50 degree dipping events and -30 degree dipping events with respect to the horizontal direction. From these results, it is evident that the illumination strengths vary for different dipping events. The imaging shadow of horizontal events on the basement of the model (as shown by arrow A of Figure  2c ) correspond very well to the low illumination of horizontal events as shown in Figure 4a . Similarly, the weak image amplitude of the steep event (as shown by arrow B) has an excellent correlation with the low illumination for such dipping events as shown in Figure 3b . The truncation of the event (as shown by arrow C) is consistent with the illumination distribution as shown in Figure 3b . In Figure 3c , strong illuminations of 50 degree dips are present in the same region. One might expect that certain dip ranges which are well illuminated would also be well imaged. However, it can be difficult to distinguish the illumination strength among different dipping events from the total illumination result as shown in Figure 4d .
Due to the limits of the acquisition system, only part of the scattering waves can be recorded. Thanks to the good correlations between the image quality and directional illumination, we can perform a migration amplitude correction to partially compensate for the acquisition aperture effect in the local angle domain. A local angle imaging condition is applied in this case. After amplitude correction, the image quality in the subsalt area is significantly improved as shown in Figure 4 , especially for those events denoted by A, B and C. Furthermore, various types of noise have been attenuated. As a comparison, Figure  5 shows the image result using the traditional deconvolution imaging condition in the space domain that corrects the migration amplitude using the total illumination. The image result looks similar to that of AGC applied as shown in Figure  2b and 2c.
Conclusion
The beamlet method decomposes a wavefield into beamlets and propagates each beamlet using a local reference velocity based on small, local velocity perturbations. This formulation makes beamlet migration suitable for the imaging of complex media where large local velocity gradients and short wavelength velocity features may be present. Each localized beamlet bears both space and angle information. It provides directional illumination and local angle domain images. The acquisition aperture effects can be partially eliminated through the directional illumination correction in the local angle domain. The image quality is significantly improved for the areas with low illumination after amplitude correction. been copy edited so that references provided with the online metadata for each paper will achieve a high degree of linking to cited sources that appear on the Web.
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